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1. Who does PaardenInzicht coach and train by way of horses? 

 

Company leaders, CEO’s, directors, managers, staff, (office) employees, production personnel, 

independent professionals and the general public (kids and grown-ups). 

 

2. What is PaardenInzicht’s mission?  

 

To make this world a better place for humans, horses and all living creatures by coaching through 

horses how to communicate and perform in the best possible way to as many people as possible. And 

by thus doing so to teach people to connect with - and take responsibility for- other people, horses, all 

animals, nature and the environment.   

 

3. What is PaardenInzicht’s vision? 

 

I believe that people are responsible for the wellbeing of a world in which people, horses and all living 

creatures can live  together peacefully.  

In addition to this, I also believe that by coaching company leaders, directors, HR and employees 

better insight in themselves and coaching them to communicate and perform as best they can, they 

will not only be able to have better personal and professional lives, but also to contribute more to the 

wellbeing of this world, including the wellbeing of other people, horses, all other animals, nature and 

the environment. 

 

4. Why is PaardenInzicht uniquely qualified to coach and train with horses? 

 

Having been coached by horses my whole life myself, I can truly say that I am living testimony of the 

lasting results oftraining and coaching by way of  horses has. In good and bad times, horses patiently 

coached me to new insights, better communication, patience, leadership and more.  

Due to the ability to connect with people and horses,to understand and communicate with horses, 

and my coaching experience and working career and due to continuous learning, I am not only able to 

make the connection between people and horses, but also to accurately translate the messages 

horses have for them.  


